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Whitetail deer drive the hunting industry and
bowhunting biologist Wade Nolan has been at
the fore-front of this industry since 1982.
Wade has produced over 130 video and DVD
titles in his career and has sold more DVD’s
than any company in the hunting
industry….over 7-million.

Biologist, producer and world-wide adventurer
our guest tonight has captured the attention of
audiences in over 200 cities. Wade Nolan’s
career has let him to the far corners of the
earth.
Nolan has spent 17 years in Alaska’s
Wilderness and 5 years north of the Arctic
Circle.
His trail has also let to Africa where he
spends about a month each year working with
professional hunters, wildlife vets and
researchers.
His movie camera and pen has taken him into
America's living rooms on channels such as
ABC, CBS, NBC and The BBC in London. His
wildlife footage has been used by Discovery,
Animal Planet and National Geographic
Television.
A short list of Wade’s professional
accomplishments include:
• Leading Kayak expeditions down over
2000 miles of arctic rivers
• He has floated over 600 miles of the
Yukon
• Wade has worked on Kodiak for over
100 days working with giant brown
bears
• Worked in Africa capturing big game
• Wade has worked with researchers on
Alaska Yukon Moose, Bears, Rhinos,
and whitetail deer.
• His work has won 4 national and
international awards.
Lets welcome Wade Nolan.

An avid whitetail hunter, Wade has conducted
seminars in over 200 cities and continues to
ride the cutting edge of whitetail science with
his presence on the most visited bowhunting
web site in the world….bowhunting.net. His
streaming video clips on bowhunting.net are
getting over 8 million views per year, making
him one of the most respected whitetail
commentators in the nation. iHis As an
outdoor writer he published over 75 hunting
articles last year and serves as the bear
biologist for bear hunter magazine.
Tonight Wade Nolan is our whitetail guru.
Let’s welcome bowhunting biologist…Wade
Nolan

